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Research inspiration and rationale
The project is based on the key findings of the Teachers as Readers: Building Communities of Readers 
(TaRs)  (Cremin et al, 2014) research which underpin how to develop reading for pleasure. TaRs found 
that in order to foster reading for pleasure effectively, teachers need to develop: 
1. Considerable knowledge of children’s literature and other texts
2. Knowledge of children’s reading practices
3. A reading for pleasure pedagogy which includes:

• Social reading environments
• Reading aloud
• Independent reading
• Informal book talk, inside-text talk and recommendations

4. As Reading Teachers: teachers who read and readers who teach
5. Reading communities that are reciprocal and interactive. 

The main strand that inspired me to develop ‘reading for pleasure’ in my school was strand 3. I found 
that, other than in the mornings whilst the register was being taken, volitional reading was not 
something that was actively encouraged or carried out within the classroom environment or school. 

Therefore, I thought that setting up a book club would be ideal for those children who wanted time 
within school which they could read independently or listen to an enthusiastic reader. 



Aims                             Outline of Project
The aims of the project are to 
develop:
 my own and the children’s wider 

knowledge of children’s literature and 
other texts;

 a knowledge of children’s reading 
practices and preferences;

 an understanding of reading for pleasure 
pedagogy;
• a time and place where children can read 

for pleasure;
• give children the opportunity to share their 

books with other children and enhance 
children’s interest in reading;

• allow children who struggle to read to listen 
to a book which they may not have been 
able to access themselves.

The outline of the project is as follows:

set up a book club on a Wednesday dinner time.

open to all chn in KS2 (3,4,5,6).

children brought their favourite book(s) to the 
first session and as a group, a vote was carried 
out for the main book to read by myself, as the 
teacher.

 if children are willing to do so, some book 
swapping may also occur (due to 
disappointment of the book chosen perhaps).

children are welcome to just come and read 
their own book silently. 

survey carried out in the final session to reveal 
children’s thoughts about book club.



Outline and Impact

• An unbelievable amount of children wanted to attend the club and overall 34 
children responded and were present in the club.

• Most children brought in books from home of various genres and text types, 
which allowed for interesting discussions, whilst increasing their knowledge of 
a variety of texts. 

• As the club continued, children were talking about books with each other, even 
with those they may not have even socialised with otherwise. Therefore, they 
were making new friends across year groups whilst also showing their 
increased interest in books and reading. 



Outline and Impact
• Teachers have approached me to inform me about their pupils’ improved vocabulary use 

and increased confidence to participate in classroom discussions – especially in English. 

• An action book recommended for children in KS2 was voted for the most popular book 
children would like to be read. Those children who may have wanted to read a different 
book were encouraged to book swap if they both felt comfortable to do so with the 
assurance that it would be returned at the end of book club. 

• Some children would read their swapped books quietly in a ‘snuggly area’ I set up every 
book club, at the end of the session all children preferred to listen to me read, whilst still 
taking advantage of the ‘snuggly area’.

• In the survey distributed at the end of the book club, children mostly commented that 
their favourite part about book club was ‘listening to Miss Brindle read with different 
voices’ or ‘reading a book I didn’t realise I would like’. Suggestions for improvement 
consisted mostly about biscuits and drinks being available (even though the club 
occurred at lunch time)



Reflection on the impact the TaRs research

As previously mentioned, TaRs strand 3 inspired my development of the book 
club and I believe the book club achieved this strand by providing ‘social 
reading environments; reading aloud; independent reading; informal book 
talk, inside-text talk and recommendations’. (Cremin et al., 2014)
When considering the other strands I believe it has enhanced my knowledge 
and motivation to be a ‘teacher who reads and a reader who teaches’ (strand 
4) as I have seen the benefits of portraying myself as an enthusiastic reader 
who loves to read and I feel like this may have inspired the children to explore 
different genres of books. 
The TaRs research findings will influence my teaching of English in future by 
reminding me to ensure I am promoting reading.
Furthermore, I am determined to set up similar book clubs in any future 
schools I teach in.


